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Elaine Chan
Music Composer/Director
Occupation: Music Teacher

Song writer of NDP 2005 Theme Song "Reach Out for The Skies ", Ms Elaine Chan is best known for her
collaborations with longtime friend and collaborator Selena Tan, this duo has together written hits
including this year’s National Theme Song: 2004’s Aladdin, 2003’s CinderellaH! and the first 3 installments
of Dim Sum Dollies amongst many other corporate projects.
Click here to see her profile.

Reach Out For the Skies
Composed by: Elaine Chan
Lyrics by: Selena Tan
Arranged by: Joshua Wan
At a time when hope was low
The journey seems unsure
But through it all
We’ve kept the flame alive

When I think about my dreams
The future it can be
The time has come for me
To strive and to achieve

Now standing proud and tall
Our spirit strong and free
Building on hopes and dreams
It’s here we want to be

With hopes within our hearts
As one hand in hand
For family and our friends
Let’s do the best we can

Chorus
Let’s reach out for the skies
With wings we soar up high
Our dreams we’ll all achieve
We’ll make our destiny

Chorus
Let’s reach out for the skies
With wings we soar up high
Our dreams we’ll all achieve
We’ll make our destiny

Let’s reach out for the skies
With wings we soar up high
Our dreams we’ll all achieve
Let’s soar and reach for the skies

Let’s reach out for the skies
With wings we soar up high
Our dreams we’ll all achieve
Let’s soar and reach for the skies
Our dreams we’ll all achieve
Let’s soar and reach for the skies
We can touch the skies
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Richard Wan
Mandarin Lyricist
for Reach Out For The Skies

Mandarin Lyricist for NDP 2005 Theme Song "Reach Out For The Skies", Mr Wan Kum Wah has also writen
more than 200 children songs for children films, television and educational aids for schools. Other than
song writing, Mr Wan Kum Wah has further expanded his talents in television productions, film making as
well as involvement in charity works.
Click here to see his involvement in community projects and musical works.
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